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Jean-Michel Basquiat 

If you are just discovering the art of Jean-Michel Basquiat, you are not alone. If you are 

familiar with his art yet know little of his career or of his legacy you are not alone. As global 

communication is expanding so is his audience. Today, commercially sold clothing and shoes 

are available with his imagery on them. Basquiat is ranked by Blouin Arts Sales Index as the 9th 

highest grossing artist of all time and states that his entire body of work, includes over three 

thousand pieces, is listed at $106,321,599 YTD (Blouin). A piece bought by a collector 11 years 

ago for $1.6 million was sold at auction in May for over $48 million. His professional career 

spanned a mere eight years. Yet, what makes his work highly popular and sought after is his 

natural skill, his mastery of the fine art form, and his artistic voice. 

To understand his work in more depth it is important to view his art not only in terms of 

fine art; but also to view it, as best we can, in terms of Black American rhetoric. Black American 

rhetoric is the effective use of communication, to inform and persuade, by Blacks in American 

with strong influences from West African culture and can be understood in terms of its 

rhetorical devices.  

However, in terms of Black American rhetoric, it is difficult to now uncover the voices of 

that era without documentation of them or to find any published commentary that could give 

us insight into the influence his art had on so many in the city and beyond. Therefore, we must 
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look to what was presented in the media for evidence of these voices, though this significantly 

minimizes our exposure to how Black American rhetoric would have been used. 

The specific Black American rhetorical devices as defined by Geneva Smitherman 

include; punning: the use of well-known and widely used misconception; braggadocio: boastful 

speech use to elevate status; Indirection: power of suggestion used to imply meaning that is 

incomplete; and call and response: an address or question with the expectation that there will 

be a response Lack of response indicates a high degree of insult; Image-making: use of 

metaphors and poetic language to create a mental visualization, (217-222). For a more 

complete and detailed of description of these rhetorical devices please refer to Black Talk by 

Geneva Smitherman.  

In order to understand Basquiat’s art in terms of BMR it is also important to frame the 

use of Black American rhetoric within a contact zone. Contact zones are as Mary Louise Pratt 

states, “social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in context 

of highly asymmetrical relations of power…”(Pratt). The contact zone, within which Basquiat 

had creating a name for himself as an artist, was that of the streets, clubs, and galleries of New 

York City. Response to his work would have largely come from these same spaces. There is no 

doubt in my mind that Black American rhetoric was being used within this contact zone.  

To analyze and interpret how Black American rhetoric was used in response to 

Basquiat’s art I will frame the contact zone I use here as the published writing of 1978-1982. 

This time period encompasses Basquiat’s shift from street artist to fine artist in the New York 

art scene, and his rise to international fame. There were certainly Blacks in the media of this 

time period, but Basquiat’s art was not addressed by these writers. Though, Blacks in the media 
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may have remained silent I think it is a mistake to assume Blacks in unity remained silent with 

regards to Basquiat’s art and that it is important to remember that the media represents only a 

fraction of the people who would have been exposed to his work. Still, a question arises as to 

what the media silence represents. To what degree does this silence represent acceptance, 

rejection, and psychic distance?  

Black American rhetoric from within the contact zone was not presented by Black 

writers with regards to Basquiat’s art. Yet, Black American rhetoric was also not wholly absent 

from the conversation, but it is here reduced to descriptions of it by those who likely did not 

recognize it as Black American rhetoric. Black American rhetoric subsequently comes to us 

through the articles describing work by Black artists including Jean-Michel Basquiat. Art critics 

who had written about Jean-Michel Basquiat portrayed the use Black American rhetoric in their 

writing without its acknowledgment.  

Before his popularity as an artist began to soar, in the early 1980’s, he maneuvered a 

shift from street art to fine art. His poetic, urban scrawlings were unique and commanded 

respect on the street. In his later art he maintained much of the bold, yet cryptic, style of his 

graffiti writing and with it his form of Black American rhetoric. The themes significant 

throughout his body of work prove to capture the intrigue of art critic as they went 

unrecognized by these writers as elements of Black American rhetoric.   

In SAMO graffiti: Boosh-Wah or CIA?; Philip Faflick describes Basquiat’s graffiti, which 

expresses use of Black American rhetorical devices. He quotes Basquiat saying, “We tried to 

make it sound profound and they actually think it is. That’s like a heavy compliment, man” (41). 

This is the use of proverbial statements, short statements made in an effort to instill a sense of 
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power and wisdom in an audience, presented openly by Basquiat. Faflick also quotes Basquiat 

saying, “The city is crawling with uptight, middle class pseudos’ trying to look like money they 

don’t have. Status symbols. It cracks me up. It’s like they are walking around with price tags 

stapled to their heads. People should live more spiritually, man. But we can’t stand on the 

sidewalk all days screaming at people to clean up their acts, so we write on walls” (41).  Here 

we see evidence of “call and response”, the rhetorical device that is used to make an address or 

pose a question which when accepted is met with a response and when rejected is met with 

silence. Basquiat was calling out middle class pseudos’. He was asking these people to take 

stock of their own lives and to act with integrity.  His “call” received no “response”. It stemmed 

from a sense of rejection and was met with rejection. The “middle class pseudos” Basquiat was 

referring to would have been the people in a position to write about his work in the media and 

yet did not. Faflick himself states that “Talking to people from the media was the last thing on 

their minds this summer as [Basquiat and friend Al Diaz] furiously scrawled their message to the 

city” (41). Faflicks statement here contradicts what we see from Basquiat himself as he delivers 

his message to the city and middle class psuedos. 

The middle class psuedos not only would have had reason not to respond based on 

personal offense, but many of these Middle class psuedos were parents, roll models, and 

guardians to Basquiat’s graffiti writing peers. This was a dangerous time for youth to be on the 

streets tagging. A massive campaign had been launched by the mayor’s task force on graffiti to 

clean up the streets and rid the city of this kind of vandalism. In 1983 a young Black man by the 

name of Michael Stewart was caught be police writing graffiti in the subway. He was beaten by 

the officers and after thirteen days in a coma, died from his injuries (Hoban 212). Parents were 
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afraid for their children and Black writers of this era would have found it professionally 

dangerous to counter the movement against graffiti and would not have wanted to encourage 

their own children to face the dangers that awaited graffiti writers. In his article, Faflick touches 

on the dangers graffiti writers encountered to offer readers a sense of how graffiti had 

developed over time. Faflick does not draw specific connections between the driving forces of 

graffiti writing and response to graffiti by a wider community.  

In Report from Times Square, Jeffery Deitch tells of two Black artists who he sees as 

leading figures of the Times Square show. He states that, “Both [Bill] Neal and [Robert] Gaines 

take a utilitarian view of their art. Neal doesn’t accept the art-for-art’s-sake intent that most 

downtown artists take for granted” (63). Yet, when Deitch describes work in the show by 

Basquiat he likens it to that of de Kooning. By comparing Basquiat’s work to de Kooning’s 

Deitch is drawing the lines between Basquiat’s application of fine art techniques and the form 

of art as craft other black artists were employing. Here we see how Basquiat’s art had moved 

away from the black community’s more traditional approach to art which has long held that 

function is as valuable as form and content in art. “People of color prefer aesthetics to 

ideology” and the foundation of Black American culture embraces a sense of unity and balance 

(Salaam 11). This reflects the black community’s connection between the body and the spirit. 

Basquiat’s own Black peers continued to emphasize art as a craft while his motivation was to 

urge people to question social norms and traditional thought. Art provides a service each time 

it is viewed. Its form is its function and that function is expression. To Basquiat, it was most 

effective for him to use the form of graffiti first and high art later to get his message out. With 

this in mind, we can see why it might have been, for those who see a utilitarian function in art 
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as paramount, difficult to respond to Basquiat’s art. Still, through each form of art used by 

Basquiat his artistic dialog remained in conversation with the black community. Deitch gives 

kudos to Black artists for the direction they offered the Times Square show and recognizes 

some distinction between the approach to art by Black artists and “most downtown artist.” Yet, 

Deitch offers no explanation for this phenomenon. 

Basquiat’s most iconic theme is that of the crown which can be seen in his work from his 

graffiti era through his later paintings. Crowns and haloes so often used in his works are 

evidence of braggadocio, used to elevate a person to super human status. In his untitled (Sugar 

Ray Robinson, 1982) he has placed a hovering crown above a grinning head with the word 

Sugar Ray Robison at the top of the image. The lines in white, set against a black background, 

fill just a fraction of the canvas. The crown itself sets the tone of the piece and holds as much 

weigh as any of the other elements within. By graffiti standards a “KING [is] the most 

accomplished writer in a given category” (“Writer’s”). “The best with the most. Some people 

refer to different writers as kings of different areas. King of throwups, king of style, king of a 

certain line, etc.” (“The Words”). The intangible and dynamic nature of art that causes anxiety for 

people is also what makes art so fascinating. Since, in Black American rhetoric, speech holds great 

power and significance it is important to state potential in terms of grandeur. The stating of 

aspirations makes their realization more possible even if they are not probable. Basquiat has 

worked to capture the power of speech on canvas.  

In her article Jean-Michel Basquiat; Jeanne Silverthorne tells us that, “…painting after 

painting features boxers, winners and/or losers. The repeated gesture of the dazed champion 

raising his arm above his head in victory is uncomfortably close to that of the Statue of Liberty 
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bearing her torch aloft, a resemblance brought home when one of the fighters actually does 

hold a torch, although not exactly aloft…. While only one of the contenders wears a crown 

(literally), the loser is often saintly, boasting a halo-as, frequently, do skulls” (20). Silverthorne 

describes these figures as alter egos in conflict with each other. To Silverthorne the crowned 

victor of the battle represents the survivor while the haloed loser descends into death.  

Essentially, as alter egos, the celebrated champion replaces the moral hero.  

Here Basquiat is using an array of Black American rhetorical devices. Punning, the use of 

common stereotypes, is represented by the role of boxers in Basquiat’s work. By this time 

Blacks had been accepted as champions in the sport of boxing, as their struggle to be seen as 

champions in others professions continued.  

Braggadocio is evident as Basquiat’s victors wear crowns and his losers wear halos. As s 

it is presented by Basquiat in his art and through descriptions of his work by Silverthorne, 

braggadocio has a dual nature itself. Outwardly, it is a device used to boast and elevate 

personal status, while silently addressing a more practical and earthly reality. Opposed to 

Silverthorne’s view of one character replacing the other, I think Basquiat did not just portray 

these figures larger than life heroes he portrayed them as human. He was calling attention to 

their dual nature not as separate entities but as complete beings.  

In this way Basquiat also uses braggadocio as a form of indirection. Indirection is used 

by making an explicit point while implicitly suggesting a deeper meaning. Indirection is one of 

the most widely used and most effective devices use In Black American rhetoric. Indirection 

would have served to further distance Silverthorne and others’ from understanding and 

recognizing the use of Black American rhetoric. Common among each of the critics whose 
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writings we have encountered is the intrigue Basquiat’s art and words inspired. Their limited 

understanding of Black American rhetoric and the ways in which Basquiat has used it served to 

draw attention to his art and hold the viewers’ attention.    

Basquiat’s art remained rich in Black American rhetoric throughout his career. As his 

work became more recognizable as fine art Black writers remained silent about his work. Since 

Basquiat had distanced himself from graffiti, reasons other than fear of danger for young 

people and sheer disinterest must have contributed for the media silence. It is common for 

people to experience some anxiety when conversing with others about art, especially when one 

feels that those who they are in conversation with have more knowledge and experience with 

art. “One major reason for art paralysis, many experts say, is the feeling that when buying art 

you are opening yourself to ridicule. Art has always been a barometer of class” (Wadler 2). At 

this point in Basquiat’s career, there were few if any other Black artist who had gained the kind 

of notoriety within the fine arts establishment that Basquiat had received. Since Blacks had not 

gained recognition in the field of fine art, Black writers may not have felt they had or have been 

seen to have credibility on the subject. If writers had not been engaged with high art it might 

have seemed sensible to remain silent on the issue.   

By 1982, Basquiat’s art was showing and selling in upscale art galleries in across the 

United States and in Europe. Each of his pieces were commanding tens of thousands of dollars. 

Barely into his twenties Basquiat was a professional artist in the most literal sense. In the media 

from 1978-1982 Black American rhetoric was not represented by Black writers, because they 

were not responding Basquiat’s work due to societal pressures. We do see that Black American 

rhetoric was being used within this contact zone, but it is less overt in our sources than it would 
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have been in the places were his work was encountered. Basquiat and other Black artists used 

Black American rhetoric to express themselves through their work and response would have 

come in many forms. By considering the context in which Black American rhetoric was being 

used and how it was being used we have a clearer understanding of the impact Jean-Michel 

Basquiat’s art made on others. The art critics may have been well versed in the rhetoric of art, 

but could not fully appreciate the depth to which Black American rhetoric was being used in 

works of art by Jean-Michel Basquiat and others. The way Basquiat used Black American 

rhetoric in his art was new and unique. Though unrecognized by writers at the time Basquiat’s 

use of Black Amerian rhetoric contributed to the power an influence of his art.  
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